
 

Analysis of copies of Hitler’s “Mein Kampf” offered online by Dymocks 
The following information has been compiled by the Jewish Community Council of Victoria and is 

accurate as at 1 April 2020. 

Summary 
There are on careful inspection 60 different editions of Mein Kampf being offered for sale by Dymocks. 

Many are the same edition but in different format (hard cover, soft cover, ebook), or indeed the same 

edition but printed by different publishers and offered at different prices.  

 Only 6 of the editions contain suitable commentary making them appropriate. Three of them 

are the same edition but sold by different publishers. The suitable editions are: 

o #1 An edition with an introduction by D.C. Watt, Professor of International History at the 

University of London 

o #2, #16 and #43 A version of the Ralph Manheim translation with an introduction by 

Konrad Heiden, a German-American journalist and historian of the Nazi era 

o #13 A Student Edition prepared for classroom use 

o #40 A student edition with a foreword by the ADL’s Abe Foxman 

 17 editions are marketed in a manner that is likely to attract white supremacists and neo-Nazis: 

o #6, #24, #15 promoted as the only authorised Nazi party official translation with 

misleading information in the blurb which seeks to distort history 

o #11, #22, #42 different translations but very similar blurbs which seeks to minimize 

Hitler’s antisemitism and rehabilitate Hitler 

o #20, #21 James Murphy edition promoted as being official and paid for by the Nazis.  

o #24 Stalag edition promoted as authorised by the Nazi party. Seeks to down play racism 

and antisemitism. 

o #25 (foreign translation) This is marketed for White Supremacists. Hitler is described as 

“one of the absolute brightest stars the white race has” adds “you do not understand 

the modern people and the problems we are facing before you read Mein Kampf” 

o #41, #53 James Murphy edition. Blurb is explicitly directed to whit nationalists. It says 

“This book shows the foundations of White Resistance and White Nationalism… It is the 

foundation and seed for the preservation of our Race” 

o #47, #48, #49, #50, #51 foreword by known Holocaust denier Thomas Dalton 

 The remaining editions are problematic as they provide no historical context to alert the reader 

to the role of “Mein Kampf” as a statement of Nazi ideology and a blueprint for waging wars of 

aggression and genocide by the Nazi German regime on the basis of scientifically-discredited 



theories of racial superiority and hatred.  Nor is there any disclosure that the implementation of 

the ideology of Nazism as stated in “Mein Kampf” resulted in the deaths of 75 million people 

and the displacement and injury of hundreds of millions of others.  

Manifest 
 Search for “Mein Kampf” on the Dymocks site brings up 100s of hits. Many are not relevant results or 

are books / study guides about Mein Kampf. The 60 editions of Mein Kampf are sale by Dymocks are: 

# Publisher ISBN Price Commentary? 

1 Random House UK 9780712652544 $59.99 YES 
Contains a new introduction of D.C.Watt, 
Professor of International History at the 
University of London, which analyses Hitler's 
background, gives the origins and history for 
the book, and ends with a critical assessment 
both of Hitler's incoherent ideas and his 
ruthless understanding of political power. 

2 Houghton Mifflin 
Harcourt Trade & 
Reference 
Publishers 

9780395925034 
See also #16 

$51.99 YES Translated by Ralph Manheim with an 
introduction by Konrad Heiden.  
“Mein Kampf, an unparalleled example of 
muddled economics and history, appalling 
bigotry, and an intense self-glorification of 
Adolf Hitler as the true founder and builder of 
the National Socialist movement. It was 
written in hate and it contained a blueprint 
for violent bloodshed.” 
“In his excellent introduction to this definitive 
American translation of Mein Kampf, Konrad 
Heiden writes: ‘For years Mein Kampf stood 
as proof of the blindness and complacency of 
the world. For in its pages Hitler announced -- 
long before he came to power -- a program of 
blood and terror in a self-revelation of such 
overwhelming frankness that few among its 
readers had the courage to believe it ... That 
such a man could go so far toward realizing 
his ambitions, and -- above all -- could find 
millions of willing tools and helpers; that is a 
phenomenon the world will ponder for 
centuries to come.’" 

3 Metal-Inex Inc 9781682042847 $62.99 No. 
Blurb: “This book was an extension of NAZI 
viewpoints, ideas and propaganda. Hitler 
used his energy to further improve the NAZI 
ideology and engineer new components and 
enhance the former ones.” 

https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9780712652544
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-and-abraham-foxman-and-ralph-manheim-and-konrad-heiden-9780395925034
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-and-ralph-manheim-and-mein-kampf-english-translation-9781682042847


4 Repro 
Knowledgcast Ltd 

9789387873032 $102.99 No.  
Blurb: “Mein Kampf is an exploration of the 
Holocaust from the other side of the 
genocide, from Hitler's perspective, that is. 
One of the most widely published, circulated 
read books in the world, Mein Kampf is at 
once a chilling, a revealing an intriguing foray 
into the inner mental mechanics of a man 
whose legacy continues to weigh down 
history even today.” 

5 HijezGlobal 9781545157466 $66.99 No. 
No blurb. Worryingly, Dymocks states that 
book lovers who bought this book also 
bought “The Qur’an” by Abdel Haleem. 

6 Sandycroft 
Publications 

9781684185979 
 
See also #24 

$68.99 No. 
“This is the only complete, unabridged, and 
officially authorised English translation ever 
issued by the Nazi party…. Most importantly, 
this only authorised edition contains the full 
text of the original German--and none of the 
deliberately-inserted racial pejoratives used 
in the Murphy and Mannheim versions 
(words which Hitler never actually used in the 
original). Contrary to postwar propaganda, 
Mein Kampf does not contain a "plan for 
world domination" and instead consists of a 
short autobiography, the effect of the First 
World War upon Germany, a discussion of 
race and the Jewish Question, the 
constitutional and social make-up of a future 
German state, and the early struggles of the 
NSDAP up to 1923.” 

7 CreateSpace 
Independent 
Publishing Platform 

9781523883899 $ 87.99 No.  German edition. 
“Complete, unabridged reprint of the original 
edition from 1943… There are no swastikas in 
this book. Mein Kampf is a political-
ideological program by Adolf Hitler… Hitler 
presented his career as a politician and his 
worldview. The book contains Hitler's 
autobiography, but is mainly a purposeful 
combat and propaganda booklet, which was 
used to rebuild the National Socialist 
Workers' Party (NSDAP) as a centrally 
directed party under Hitler's leadership 
should serve.” 

8 Amazon Digital 
Services LLC - Kdp 
Print Us 

9781523335701 $64.99 No. German edition. Vol 1 only. 
“Possession of this book is not a criminal 
offense in the Federal Republic of Germany.” 

https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9789387873032
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9781545157466
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9781684185979
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9781523883899
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9781523335701


9 CreateSpace 
Independent 
Publishing Platform 

9781523335718 $64.99 No. German edition. Vol 2 only. 
“Possession of this book is not a criminal 
offense in the Federal Republic of Germany.” 

10 Repro 
Knowledgcast Ltd 

9788188452392 $93.99 No. 
“Madman, tyrant, animal - history has given 
Adolf Hitler many names. In Mein Kampf (My 
Struggle), often called the Nazi bible, Hitler 
describes his life, frustrations, ideals and 
dreams... After the war, he became actively 
involved with socialist political groups and 
quickly rose to power, establishing himself as 
Chairman of the National Socialist German 
Worker's party. In Mein Kampf, Hitler 
describes is strategy for rebuilding Germany 
and conquering Europe. It is a glimpse into 
the mind of a man who destabilized world 
peace and pursued the genocide now known 
as the Holocaust.” 

11 Elite Minds 9780984536139 $71.99 No. 
“Mein Kampf is one of the most widely 
known and heavily quoted books of all time. 
It demonstrates both Hitler's ability to 
persuade and his ability to instill a sense of 
heroic destiny. When most people hear the 
title, Mein Kampf, their first reaction is a 
growing emotional outburst that finally 
erupts in a yell of anti-Semitism; however 
anyone who has read Mein Kampf knows 
there is much more to the work… Many 
people think Mein Kampf is a long diatribe 
against Jews and other races. The truth is that 
only a small part of Mein Kampf is anti-
Semitic… To characterize it as simply a racist 
work is to oversimplify its message. Germany 
did not follow Hitler because he was a racist, 
they followed him because he promised a 
great future, and Mein Kampf is where he 
promised that great future.” 

12 Bottom of the Hill 
Publishing 

9781935785071 $97.99 No. 
James Murphy translation of Mein Kampf by 
Adolf Hitler. 

13 Roxby Media 
Limited 

9780984536146 $82.99 Yes. Student Edition. 
“This is a special edition for use in classrooms 
or as a reference in online courses… The 
Students Guide contains: Background, 
Synopsis, Important Topics, Vocabulary, 
Additional Study Suggestions… Studying Mein 
Kampf is important. If it is not dealt with in a 

https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9781523335718
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9788188452392
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9780984536139
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9781935785071
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9780984536146


classroom setting, then it will be read and 
interpreted by those who may not be able to 
understand the propagandistic nature of the 
work. If those who are interested in the book 
are "educated" outside the classroom by 
groups or individuals with an agenda, then 
their views can be twisted by inaccuracies 
and by incomplete information.” 

14 Roxby Media 
Limited 

9780984158485 $83.99 No. German edition. 
“Adolf Hitler's original work in his original 
German language. This is a faithful 
reproduction of the German printing of Mein 
Kampf from 1943” 

15 Elite Minds 9780977476091 $70.99 No. 
“This is the Official Nazi English Translation of 
Mein Kampf. It was recently rediscovered 
after all copies were thought to have been 
destroyed. This is one of the rarest Mein 
Kampf editions ever made…” 

16 Jaico Publishing 
House 

9788172241643 
 
See also #2 

$35.99 Yes. Translated by Ralph Manheim with an 
introduction by Konrad Heiden. 
“Mein Kampf, an unparalleled example of 
muddled economics and history, appalling 
bigotry, and an intense self-glorification of 
Adolf Hitler as the true founder and builder of 
the National Socialist movement. It was 
written in hate and it contained a blueprint 
for violent bloodshed.” 

17 Liberty Bell 
Publications 

9781593640040 $46.99 No.  
No blurb. 

18 E-Kitap Projesi & 
Cheapest Books 

9786257959315 $41.64 No. German edition.  
“Mein Kampf is a political-ideological 
program by Adolf Hitler. It appeared in two 
parts. In it Hitler presented his career as a 
politician and his worldview. The book 
contains Hitler's autobiography, but is 
primarily a purposeful combat and 
propaganda booklet, which should serve to 
rebuild the NSDAP as a centrally directed 
party under Hitler's leadership.” 

19 E-Kitap Projesi & 
Cheapest Books 

9786257959414 $146.99 No. German edition.  
Same as #18 but produced in hard cover. 

20 Amazon Digital 
Services LLC - Kdp 
Print Us 

9781682042304 $43.99 No. James Murphey Edition. 
“Mein Kampf: My Struggle (Official Third 
Reich Edition). The actual and only officially 
recognized and funded version of Adolf 
Hitler's Legendary Mein Kampf. The third 

https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9780984158485
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9780977476091
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9788172241643
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9781593640040
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9786257959315
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9786257959414
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-and-james-murphy-9781682042304


reich funded this project in order to 
disseminate Hitler's life, ideals and viewpoint 
all around the world thereby allowing people 
to understand the propaganda of 
Nationalsozialismus party (popularly known 
as NAZI party in the west).” 

21 Roxby Media 
Limited 

9780984536153 $70.99 No. James Murphy Edition. 
“This is the original English version of Mein 
Kampf translated by James Murphy under 
contract with the Nazi party…. To 
characterize it as simply a racist work is to 
oversimplify its message. Germany did not 
follow Hitler because he was a racist, they 
followed him because he promised a great 
future, and Mein Kampf is where he promised 
that great future. This is the original 
translation of Mein Kampf by James Murphy 
created for the Nazi government. This is the 
official and final edition published by the Nazi 
government.” 

22 Elite Minds 9780984158423 $82.99 No. Ford Translation 
“For the first time in 65 years, a modern, easy 
to understand, truly complete and 
uncensored edition of Mein Kampf… Mein 
Kampf is often portrayed as nothing more 
than an Anti-Semitic work, however only 6% 
of it even talks about the Jews… To 
characterize it as simply a racist work is to 
oversimplify its message. Germany did not 
follow Hitler because he was a racist, they 
followed him because he promised a great 
future, and Mein Kampf is where he promised 
that great future…. Click the order button to 
receive the book so many people wish to 
disparage and see why they will do anything 
to have the printing of this book outlawed. 
They have already tried.” 

23 Samaira Book 
Publishers 

9789387550032 $2.05 No. eBook. 
“Mein Kampf is an autobiography of Adolf 
Hitler, in which he outlines his political 
ideology and future plans for Germany. It 
contains stories from his childhood, the 
events and situations that influenced his 
ideologies, and his prejudices. It explains his 
visions for German expansion through 
Europe, the Unification of Germany and 
Austria, and his assertion of the superiority of 
the Aryan Race." 

https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-and-james-murphy-9780984536153
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-and-michael-ford-9780984158423
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9789387550032


24 Sandycroft 
Publications 

9781643701141 
 
See also #6 

$102.99 No. Stalag edition. 
“This is the only complete, unabridged, and 
officially authorised English translation ever 
issued by the Nazi party… printed by the 
Franz Eher Verlag in Berlin for the Central 
Press of the NSDAP in limited numbers…  
Most copies were distributed to the camp 
libraries of English-speaking Prisoner of War 
(POW) camps, and became known as the 
"Stalag" editions… This official translation is 
not to be confused with the "James Murphy" 
or "Ralph Mannheim" translations… this only 
authorised edition contains the full text of the 
original German--and none of the 
deliberately-inserted racial pejoratives used 
in the Murphy and Mannheim versions 
(words which Hitler never actually used in the 
original). Contrary to postwar propaganda, 
Mein Kampf does not contain a "plan for 
world domination" and instead consists of a 
short autobiography, the effect of the First 
World War upon Germany, a discussion of 
race and the Jewish Question, the 
constitutional and social make-up of a future 
German state, and the early struggles of the 
NSDAP up to 1923.” 

25 Midgard Records 
AB 

9789198290943 $82.49 No. Swedish edition. 
“An Aryan avatar, one of the absolute 
brightest stars the white race has come to 
town. His life's work (which, however, was 
not completed on long roads) is also the work 
of the Aryan race, just like all the other high 
cultures and fantastic creations we have 
succeeded in… Mein Kampf is something as 
unique as a book where Adolf Hitler explains 
how to take over Germany and what political 
moves he then gets infra. More unique is the 
fact that he then did in the way he describes 
in Mein Kampf, despite the book was 
published 1925-1926. Apart from this, Mein 
Kampf is a self-biography, a political and a 
philosophical work, and you do not 
understand the modern people and the 
problems we are facing before you read Mein 
Kampf. One of the most important and most 
striking books of modern times.” 

26 Bottom of the Hill 
Publishing 

9781483707181 $98.99 No.  

https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9781643701141
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9789198290943
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9781483707181


“Mein Kampf, in English, My Struggle, is a 
book combining elements of Adolf Hitler's 
autobiography and an exposition of his 
political ideology.” 

27 HijezGlobal 9781544835952 $10.30 No.  
“Mein Kampf (German: My Struggle) is a 1925 
autobiographical Manifesto of Adolf Hitler, 
the Nazi Leader. The work outlines Hitlers 
political ideology and future plans for 
Germany… it also expresses His racist political 
ideology and future plans for Germany… 
outlines the political program, including the 
terrorist methods that National Socialism 
must pursue both in gaining power and in 
exercising it thereafter in the new Germany.” 

28 Primento Digital 
Publishing 

9782369551201 $4.99 No. French edition. 
“Hitler's political manifesto, a veritable 
program of Nazi fury. The author, who we will 
not take the trouble to present, is openly 
anti-Semitic, anti-French… And yet, we 
publish his book. Why ? 
Because rarely in history, a politician has 
pushed his program to reality to this point. 
The horror was marked in ink before it was in 
the flesh, and no one saw it or no one wanted 
to see it, preferring to turn its head or cover 
its nose… We know in millions of victims the 
result of this blindness… In this period 
marked by skepticism and nationalist 
withdrawal, here is a historical document to 
read and analyze, in order to avoid repeating 
History ...” 

29 Publishdrive 9786059285858 $6.08 No. German edition. 
“Mein Kampf is a political-ideological 
program by Adolf Hitler… The book contains 
Hitler's autobiography, but is primarily a 
purposeful combat and propaganda 
document that was to serve as a centrally 
directed party under Hitler's leadership for 
the reconstruction of the NSDAP.” 
 

30 Otbebookpublishing 9783956762673 $1.63 No. German edition. 
“a political-ideological program written by 
Adolf Hitler. In it Hitler presented his career 
as a politician and his worldview. The book is 
neither an autobiography nor a new party 
program, but a purposeful combat and 
propaganda booklet, which should serve to 

https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9781544835952
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9786059285858
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9783956762673


rebuild the NSDAP as a centrally directed 
party under Hitler's leadership. (Excerpt from 
Wikipedia)” 

31 Grand Oak Rare 
Books, Ltd 

9781937727604 $298.99 “For the first time ever, readers can 
experience both the German and English 
texts of Mein Kampf in one definitive edition. 
Both texts are complete with forward by the 
author. A one-of-a-kind collectors edition 
book.” 

32 Metal-Inex Inc 9781682042830 $64.99 No. James Murphy edition. 
“Complete reprint of the unexpurgated 
edition of "Mein Kampf" ("My Struggle") 
written by Adolf Hitler (1925 and 1927). 
Volume I: A Reckoning and Volume II: The 
National Socialist Movement (Two Volumes in 
One). Translated by James Vincent Murphy 
(1880-1946).” 

33 E-Kitap Projesi & 
Cheapest Books 

9786257959308 $14.70 Yes but not helpful. James Murphy edition. 
 
“THIS ILLUSTRATED BOOK, prepared as in 
included TWO VOLUMES in ONE BOOK 
(Contains Vol. I & II) and Unabridged 
Translation by JAMES MURPHY. And This 
translation of the unexpurgated edition of 
MEIN KAMPF… Under Hitlers leadership and 
racially motivated ideology, the Nazi regime 
was responsible for the genocide of at least 
5.5 million Jews and millions of other victims 
whom he and his followers deemed 
Untermenschen (sub-humans) and socially 
undesirable…. Hitler states that since the 
Aryans are the master race, they are entitled 
simply by that fact to acquire more land for 
themselves…That land would be used to 
cultivate food and to provide room for the 
expanding Aryan population at the expense 
of the Slavic peoples, who were to be 
removed, eliminated, or enslaved…  THIS 
BOOK..EXTRA CHAPTERS:ABOUT AUTHOR: 
DETAILED LIFE OF ADOLF HITLER (EARLY & 
CHILDHOOD & AFTER)INTRODUCTORY FOOT 
NOTES VOLUME I & II: A RETROSPECT 
INTRODUCTION AUTHOR'S PREFACE 
TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTION EXCERPTS” 

34 E-Kitap Projesi & 
Cheapest Books 

9786257959421 $105.99 Yes but not helpful. James Murphy edition. 
 
Same as #33 but this is a hard cover edition. 

https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-9781937727604
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-and-rudolf-hess-and-james-murphy-9781682042830
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-and-james-murphy-9786257959308
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-and-james-murphy-9786257959421


35 General Press 9789380914855 
 
Blurb same as 
#44 

$6.17 No. 
 
“Adolf Hitler wrote this book when he was in 
prison for his political activities. During that 
time, Germany had been weakened by the 
Treaty of Versailles, and France had seized 
several parts of Germany. France was also 
encouraging separatist movements in the 
Rhineland and in Bavaria… Hitler was part of 
the political movement that stood for the 
unity of the German nation and opposed the 
separatist movements. … It contains stories 
from his childhood, the events and situations 
that influenced his ideologies, and his 
prejudices. It explains his visions for German 
expansion through Europe, the Unification of 
Germany and Austria, and his assertion of the 
superiority of the Aryan Race. The book 
contains the seeds of the Nazi vision for the 
mass extermination of the Jewish people. 
Mein Kampf is the story of his life and a 
political manifesto that contains the 
beginnings of the ideas that resulted in all the 
atrocities committed by the Nazi party.” 

36 Roxby Media 
Limited 

9780977476077 $95.99 No. Ford Translation. 
 
“For the first time in 65 years, a modern, easy 
to understand, truly complete, accurate, and 
uncensored edition of "Mein Kampf" has 
been released which reveals more than any 
past translation.” 

37 Haole Library 9781682042281 $75.99 No. Ralph Manheim translation. 
 
“Ironically, and frighteningly, by the time 
Hitler came to power on January 30, 1933, 
what has been considered by many to be the 
most satanic book ever written was running 
neck and neck with the Bible at the top of the 
German bestseller lists. In his excellent 
introduction to this definitive American 
translation of Mein Kampf, Mein Kampf is a 
blueprint for the age of chaos. It transcends 
in historical importance any other book of the 
present generation. In his translation Ralph 
Manheim has taken particular care to give an 
exact English equivalent of Hitler's highly 
individual, and often awkward style. We 
believe this book should stand as the 

https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-and-gp-editors-9789380914855
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-and-ralph-manheim-and-dietrich-eckart-9781682042281


complete, final, and definitive English version 
of Hitler's own story of his life, his political 
philosophy, and his thwarted plans for world 
domination. Translated by Ralph Manheim . A 
compilation of Hitler's most famous prison 
writings of 1923--the bible of National 
Socialism and the blueprint for the Third 
Reich.” 

38 Haole Library 9781682042502 $83.99 No. German edition. 
 
“This is the unabridged version Mein Kampf is 
a political-ideological program by Adolf Hitler. 
It appeared in two parts. In it Hitler presented 
his career as a politician and his worldview. 
The book is neither an autobiography nor a 
new party program, but a purposeful combat 
and propaganda booklet, which should serve 
to rebuild the NSDAP as a centrally directed 
party under Hitler's leadership." 

39 Grand Oak Rare 
Books, Ltd 

9781937727574 $206.99 Yes, but not helpful. Stephen R. Pastore - 
editor, Jack Sterling – translator. 
 
“This famous essay work now has an all new 
translation for American readers. With 
introductions by both the translator and 
editor, discussing the influence of the title for 
the past several decades and how it affects 
the world today.” 

40 Turtleback School & 
Library ed. 

9781417738069 $96.99 Yes. Foreword by Abe Foxman (ADL) 
 
“For use in schools and libraries only. 
Although this monumental book was first 
ignored, it was a significant warning to the 
world for it contained an outline of Hitler's 
plans for his rise to power” 

41 dragan nikolic 9781682042861 $2.05 No. James Murphy translation. 
 
“It was his only complete book and became 
the bible of National Socialism in the German 
Third Reich… also care for the health and 
wellbeing of their own Bloodline… the 
political program of National Socialism and 
includes the measures that National Socialism 
must pursue in both gaining power and in 
exercising it thereafter in the new German 
Reich… we must not look at nature in terms 
of good or bad, but in an unfiltered manner. 
It describes what we must do if we want to 

https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-and-stephen-r-pastore-and-jack-sterling-9781937727574
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-and-ralph-manheim-and-abraham-h-foxman-9781417738069
https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-by-adolf-hitler-and-james-murphy-and-rudolf-hess-9781682042861


survive as a people and as a Race… This book 
shows the foundations of White Resistance 
and White Nationalism. It is the foundation 
and seed for the preservation of our Race… 
James Murphy translation is OFFICIAL NSDAP 
translation.. NSDAP have paid Murphy to 
translate Mein Kampf” 

42 Metal-Inex Inc 9781682042854 $82.99 No. Ralph Manheim translation. 
“Mein Kampf is often portrayed as nothing 
more than an Anti-Semitic work, however 
only 6% of it even talks about the Jews. The 
rest contains Hitler's ideas and beliefs for a 
greater nation plus his plan on how to 
accomplish that goal. He outlines his plans for 
not only world conquest, but the conquest of 
the universe… To characterize it as simply a 
racist work is to oversimplify its message. 
Germany did not follow Hitler because he was 
a racist, they followed him because he 
promised a great future, and Mein Kampf is 
where he promised that great future.” 

43 Houghton Mifflin 
Harcourt Publishing 
Company 

9780395951057 $85.99 Yes. Foreword by Konrad Heiden 
 
“Settling Accounts became Mein Kampf, an 
unparalleled example of muddled economics 
and history, appalling bigotry, and an intense 
self-glorification of Adolf Hitler as the true 
founder and builder of the National Socialist 
movement. It was written in hate and it 
contained a blueprint for violent bloodshed. 
…In his excellent introduction to this 
definitive American translation of Mein 
Kampf, Konrad Heiden writes: ‘For years Mein 
Kampf stood as proof of the blindness and 
complacency of the world. For in its pages 
Hitler announced -- long before he came to 
power -- a program of blood and terror in a 
self-revelation of such overwhelming 
frankness that few among its readers had the 
courage to believe it ... That such a man could 
go so far toward realizing his ambitions, and -
- above all -- could find millions of willing 
tools and helpers; that is a phenomenon the 
world will ponder for centuries to come.’… 
We cannot permit our selves the luxury of 
forgetting the tragedy of World War II or the 
man who, more than any other, fostered it. 
Mein Kampf must be read and constantly 
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remembered as a specimen of evil 
demagoguery that people whenever men 
grow tired of thinking and acting for 
themselves. Mein Kampf is a blueprint for the 
age of chaos.” 

44 Repro 
Knowledgcast Ltd 

9789389440805 
 
Blurb same as 
#35 

$82.99 No.  
 
“Adolf Hitler wrote this book when he was in 
prison for his political activities. During that 
time, Germany had been weakened by the 
Treaty of Versailles, and France had seized 
several parts of Germany. France was also 
encouraging separatist movements in the 
Rhineland and in Bavaria….  Unrest was 
beginning to build up, and many political 
movements were springing up with dreams of 
reclaiming Germany's lost power and status. 
Hitler was part of the political movement that 
stood for the unity of the German nation and 
opposed the separatist movements… It 
explains his visions for German expansion 
through Europe, the Unification of Germany 
and Austria, and his assertion of the 
superiority of the 'Aryan' Race. The book 
contains the seeds of the Nazi vision for the 
mass extermination of the Jewish people. 
Mein Kampf is the story of his life and a 
political manifesto that contains the 
beginnings of the ideas that resulted in all the 
atrocities committed by the Nazi party.” 

45 Blurb, Inc. 9780464944294 $29.99 No. Italian edition. 
“the following year the second part was 
published: a complete exposition of Adolf 
Hitler's ideas and projects, a real detailed 
program for their implementation.  

46 Amazon Digital 
Services LLC - Kdp 
Print Us 

9781530788781 $70.99 No. Russian edition. 
No blurb. 

47 Walden Group 9781732353268 $55.99 Yes, but by Holocaust denier Thomas Dalton 
translation. (See here on Dalton) 
 
“It includes a detailed Introduction, section 
headings, helpful footnotes, bibliography, and 
a useful index….  It is also one of the most 
maligned and least understood texts of the 
20th century.” 

https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/mein-kampf-my-struggle-by-adolf-hitler-9789389440805
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48 Walden Group 9781732353282 $98.99 Yes, but by Holocaust denier Thomas Dalton 
translation. (See here on Dalton) 
Volume 1 – combined English-German. 
“It includes a detailed Introduction, section 
headings, helpful footnotes, bibliography, and 
a useful index….  It is also one of the most 
maligned and least understood texts of the 
20th century.” 

49 Walden Group 9781732353244 $97.99 Yes, but by Holocaust denier Thomas Dalton 
translation. (See here on Dalton) 
Volume 2. 

50 Walden Group 9781732353206 $55.99 Yes, but by Holocaust denier Thomas Dalton 
translation. (See here on Dalton) 
Volume 2. 

51 Walden Group 9781732353220 $55.99 Yes, but by Holocaust denier Thomas Dalton 
translation. (See here on Dalton) 
Volume 1. 

52 CreateSpace 
Independent 
Publishing Platform 

9781542671378 $81.99 No. James Murphy edition. 
“Complete reprint of the unexpurgated 
edition of” (that’s all it says) 

53 Metal-Inex Inc 9781682040041 $49.99 No. James Murphy edition. 
“This book shows the foundations of White 
Resistance and White Nationalism. It is the 
foundation and seed for the preservation of 
our Race.” 

54 Repro 
Knowledgcast Ltd 

9789387669260 $124.99 No. 
“It explains his visions for German expansion 
through Europe, the Unification of Germany 
and Austria, and his assertion of the 
superiority of the 'Aryan' Race. The book 
contains the seeds of the Nazi vision for the 
mass extermination of the Jewish people. 
Mein Kampf is the story of his life and a 
political manifesto that contains the 
beginnings of the ideas that resulted in all the 
atrocities committed by the Nazi party.” 

55 Publishdrive 9786059285865 $6.08 No. James Murphy Edition. 
 
“Under Hitler's leadership and racially 
motivated ideology, the Nazi regime was 
responsible for the genocide of at least 5.5 
million Jews and millions of other victims 
whom he and his followers deemed 
Untermenschen ("e;sub-humans"e;) and 
socially undesirable….  Hitler states that since 
the Aryans are the master race, they are 
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entitled simply by that fact to acquire more 
land for themselves.” 

56 Upfront 9781773232423 $2.05 No. James Murphy Edition. 
 
“Hitlers Mein Kampf combines elements of 
autobiography with an exposition of his 
political ideology. Hitler began the book while 
imprisoned for political crimes after his failed 
government take-over. Though he received 
many visitors earlier on, he soon devoted 
himself entirely to writing the book. After 
Hitlers rise to power, the book gained 
enormous popularity. By the end of the war, 
about ten million copies had been sold or 
distributed in Germany.” 

57 Metal-Inex Inc 9781682041680 $63.99 No. German edition. 
“This is an abbreviated version Mein Kampf … 
The book is neither an autobiography nor a 
new party program, but a purposeful combat 
and propaganda booklet, which should serve 
to rebuild the NSDAP as a centrally directed 
party under Hitler's leadership.” 

58 Metal-Inex Inc 9781682041703 $51.99 No. German edition. 
“This is an abbreviated version Mein Kampf … 
The book is neither an autobiography nor a 
new party program, but a purposeful combat 
and propaganda booklet, which should serve 
to rebuild the NSDAP as a centrally directed 
party under Hitler's leadership.” 

59 Publishdrive 9786059285841 $6.08 No. Spanish edition. 
“Hitler considers that the conquest of Russia 
will be relatively easy, since the Bolsheviks 
control it, and therefore the Jews. As for the 
internal politics of the Third Reich, Hitler 
clearly defines that the government system 
will be a dictatorship: In addition, the State 
will have very little to do with the economy, 
since in reality it will be a racial organism. 
After establishing that the Aryan race is 
superior to the rest, it ensures that it must 
subjugate the others in order to preserve and 
increase culture. He concludes that the 
Germans are in the current state because 
they did not preserve their pure race, and 
gradually lost their cultural creativity. After 
writing this, it is not surprising that it 
determines that the main purpose of the Nazi 
state is: "e; .. preservation of the original 
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racial elements that confer culture and create 
the beauty and dignity of a superior 
humanity.”” 

60 Metal-Inex Inc 9781682042137 $83.99 No. German edition. 
“This is an abbreviated version Mein Kampf … 
The book is neither an autobiography nor a 
new party program, but a purposeful combat 
and propaganda booklet, which should serve 
to rebuild the NSDAP as a centrally directed 
party under Hitler's leadership.” 
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